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REMARKABLE AUCTION RESULTS
LEFT Hitting the Nürburgring Nordschleife in the summer of 1986 with
an original Mercedes 300 SLR, Maserati 300S and Jaguar D-Type.

1985 LANCIA DELTA S4 STRADALE, RM SOTHEBY’S, ESSEN 2019
€1,040,000

has been restored, it can never be returned to original condition. Even with limited supercars like the
McLaren F1 or the Ferrari Enzo, no two examples are
identical. Each is an original, in its own right.
Bloom explains that when we look at something, our
reaction depends on what we think we see in front of
us. The knowledge of an object’s history determines,

1990 AAR TOYOTA EAGLE HF89, RM SOTHEBY’S, AMELIA ISLAND 2019
ESTIMATE $900,000 – 1,200,000, NOT SOLD

to a large extent, how much joy we feel when looking
at it or experiencing it. Let’s say you followed Michael
Schumacher’s Formula 1 career for years, on TV or
sometimes as a spectator at the track. If you got to
sit in one of his actual cars, it would give you goosebumps. But sitting in a show car that he never raced
probably wouldn’t do the same.
While collectors generally prefer an unrestored car to
a restored one, most people would agree that a restoration, on the plus side, at least preserves a piece

WHY WE PREFER ORIGINALS
BY MORITZ WERNER · PHOTOGRAPHS: HANS-DIETER SEUFERT (2), RM SOTHEBY´S (3), BONHAMS (1), GOODING & CO. (1)

of automotive history (albeit imperfectly). So-called
replicas, on the other hand, are an entirely different
matter. It is understandable that some enthusiasts
might look to a replica so they can own their dream
car, even if they’ll never be able to afford an original.
But the fact that you see more replicas than originals
at historic racing events nowadays is not a good development, in my view.
Those who race replicas at Goodwood, or the Le Mans
Classic, or at the Tour Auto might argue that, given

Moritz Werner is one of the managing partners at KW (Klassische Automobile GmbH & Co. KG). Forty

today’s driving standards, you simply cannot risk

years ago his father Klaus Werner started racing and trading Alfa Romeos, Maseratis and Ferraris from

racing an original. I can understand where they’re

the 1930s to the 1960s. Fuelled by their own passion, his sons Moritz and Max stepped into their fa-

coming from - I know first-hand how lucky we were

ther’s shoes several years back, and can be found both behind the wheel of and in the market for his-

to bring our two original cars home from the Good-

toric racing cars.

2005 MASERATI MC12 CORSA, RM SOTHEBY’S, AMELIA ISLAND 2019
ESTIMATE $1,600,000 – 2,000,000, NOT SOLD

1968 BRABHAM BT26, BONHAMS, AMELIA ISLAND 2019
$1,105,000

wood Revival last year undamaged. However, I believe that we are confusing cause and effect here:
insights during his TED presentation ‘The Origins of

a love of the sport and a fascination of technologi-

Pleasure’. According to Bloom, there are a lot of dif-

cal development. We’re also united by a sense that

ferent reasons for why we value something original

the past has produced a wealth of unique stories and

so highly. One of them is that originals can’t be re-

engine blocks are easier to replace.

historic moments.

produced. Copies, meanwhile, can theoretically be

The fact that even at Patrick Peter’s mostly-outstand-

A common question raised by what we see happen-
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made in any number. But an original is totally unique.

ing on the market is this: why do originals inspire us

Many vintage car collectors have the same view. They

so much more than reproductions? Psychology pro-

either want to avoid restoration completely or at least

fessor Paul Bloom from Yale University offered some

preserve originality as much as possible. Once a car
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the excessive use of replicas in historic racing has

Enthusiasts of motor racing history don’t just share

led to an increase of the risk in driving standards,
not vice versa. After all, new sheet metal and new

ing ‘Espíritu de Montjuïc’ event at Barcelona, a replica

1987 KREMER PORSCHE 962 C, GOODING & CO., AMELIA ISLAND 2019
$1,022,500

Ferrari GTO was allowed to compete in ‘The Greatest’s Trophy’ is, in my opinion, not a positive sign.
Let’s not forget that the original idea behind historic
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racing was to let owners drive their cars at speed, and

LEFT
Klaus Werner in the Jaguar D-Type
(chassis number XKD551).

make the cultural heritage of motorsport accessible
to the public. If the current trend continues, however,
the number of original cars at these events will keep
decreasing, and more cars will see out their days behind closed doors. Lovers of historic racing should
work together to ensure these great cars continue to
be used in the manner that was intended. And owners of replicas should consider whether contemporary
motorsport is perhaps a more suitable field for them.

RALLY LEGENDS IN DEMAND

Most motorsport enthusiasts would agree that a car –
regardless of its era – is more than just a material object and that this is what constitutes its fundamental

Lancia has a very rich history in rallying,
claiming the International Championship
for Manufacturers (prior to the forming of the
World Rally Championship) with the Fulvia in 1972,
followed by the Stratos winning the World Rally Championship in 1974, 1975 and 1976.

value. Look at how much the right celebrity or the right
history can add to the value of something simple like
a pair of shoes or a set of golf clubs. A film buff paid
over $600,000 for a pair of shoes worn by Judy Garland
in the 1939 film classic The Wizard of Oz. John F Kennedy’s golf clubs went for more than a million dollars.
A watch auction from renowned auction house Phillips in mid-May offered a similar example from the
world of motorsport. A Rolex Daytona, which Ayrton

not just an investor motivated solely by money. But

Senna had gifted to one of his early sponsors, was sold

at the end of the day, it doesn’t really make any dif-

for more than three times the price of a comparable

ference in practical terms. Either way, it’s an object’s

watch. As someone romanced by motorsport, I’d like

history that makes it valuable to us – whether we’re

to think that the lucky buyer was a glowing Senna fan,

talking about money or about sentimental value.

Then came the legendary Group B era and the introduction
of the iconic Lancia Rally. The car was specifically designed
to reign supreme over all competitors in the Group B era of
world rallying, and in 1983 it did exactly that, winning the
World Rally Manufacturers’ Championship. It also secured
three consecutive European Rally Championships from 1983
to 1985, two Italian Championships in 1983 and 1985, and one
Open title in 1984. Lancia was firmly on the way to cementing
its place as the world’s most successful WRC constructor with
10 World Championships.
1982 also marked the start of a very special partnership, with
Martini & Rossi sponsoring Lancia’s World Rally campaign.
This hugely iconic partnership would be one of the sport’s
longest, lasting until the end of the 1992 season and yielding
seven Manufacturers’ Championships alongside four Drivers’
World Championships.
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The Group B era still represents the pinnacle of the World
Rally Championship, a five-year period from 1982 to 1986
when cars were tuned to upwards of 600 bhp with unlimited
amounts of boost and rallying was rivalling Formula 1 in popularity – truly epic.

DATE

LOCATION

WEBSITE

Bonhams – The Goodwood Festival of Speed Sale

5 July 2019

Goodwood (GB)

www.bonhams.com

Bonhams – Quail Lodge Auction

15–16 August 2019

Carmel, California (US)

www.bonhams.com

RM Sotheby’s – Monterey

15–17 August 2019

Monterey, California (US)

www.rmsothebys.com

Gooding & Company – The Pebble Beach Auctions

16–17 August 2019

Pebble Beach, California (US)

www.goodingco.com

RM Sotheby’s – Auburn Fall

29 Aug. – 1 Sept. 2019

Auburn, Indiana (US)

www.rmsothebys.com

Bonhams - The Beaulieu Sale

7 September 2019

Beaulieu (GB)

www.bonhams.com

Bonhams - Goodwood Revival

14 September 2019

Goodwood (GB)

www.bonhams.com

Many of the youngsters who were lucky enough to see these
phenomenal machines on the stages now are of an age where
they can afford to buy the cars that they remember from the
1980s, and for many collectors the Lancia Rally has been the
car of choice. Hence, over recent years, we have seen more and
more progression in the values of the Lancia Rally and interest
in the cars spanning across Europe and spilling into America.
And for good reason: this is a race car that is not only collectible, but that can be driven on the road as well – and the Lancia
Rally is more exhilarating to drive than you might think. Don’t
forget that it was designed to conquer all conditions, after all.
Max Girardo
Founder, Girardo & Co.
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Along with historic motorsport, another event
category that has experienced strong growth in
Europe over recent years is the Concours d’Élégance.
It’s an interesting development because racing cars were
never built to stand still, and spectators generally like to see
them at speed. Due to the large increases in value, however,
some cars are just worth too much to their owners to be used
on track. On the one hand, it’s a real pity, but on the other hand,
the caution is understandable. In any case, it does protect cars
from the risk of crashes and damage.
These ‘beauty pageants’ – of course, they are much more than
that, with judging depending on the specific category – can influence the value of a car. Once you’ve won Best of Show at, say,
Pebble Beach, you won’t win anything else there for a long time.
The summit has been reached, and the car’s concours career is
over at that event. It’s quite possible that the value of the vehicle will increase, as people will want to own a Pebble Beach
winner. But it is equally possible that prospective buyers will
be deterred because they won’t be able to win at Pebble Beach
with the car themselves.
The upcoming European concours events in Chantilly and Zoute
are once again expected to bring a lot of cars that are usually
kept in private collections out into the light of day. In Zoute there
will be cars from the Belgian royal family (especially Ferraris),
as well as a class for cars that have competed at the 24 Hours
of Spa. Come and see for yourself – Bonhams will be running
auctions at both events.
Philip Kantor
Head of Department Motor Cars Europe, Bonhams

AMAZING PRICES!
Around 4,200 lots went under the hammer at the
Automuseum Dr Carl Benz in Ladenburg, Germany,
on 3 and 4 May. The auction was dominated by motorsport. It included the estate of legendary German
motorcycle racer Wilhelm Herz, with record prices for photo
albums and trophies. A pre-war album brought in a tidy €6,000
(excluding premium).
A four-page brochure for the famous Porsche 356 SL (‘superlight’) was sold for €15,000 (excluding premium). The original
founding document for the drivers’ union UPPI (‘Unión Profesional de Pilotos Internacionales’), created after the horrific
accidents at Le Mans in 1955 and the Mille Miglia in 1957, went
for €23,500 (excluding premium). Numerous Ferrari documents
and photos sold for more than double what was estimated; for
example, the brochure for the Ferrari 212 Tuboscocca climbed
from €1,500 to €9,000 in a bidding war.
What was made clear once again is that the market prices for
rare or unique documents and memorabilia are steeply on
the rise.
Marcel Seidel
Chief Executive Officer, Automobilia Ladenburg
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